
Ridge Board Minutes 
 

January 10, 2012 
 
Called to order at 7:00P.M. 
 
Present: Bruce Johnson, Lanny Marsh, Ken Geremia, Gloria Singer, Mike Watson, Ted 
Alex. 
 
1. Minutes approved from September 21. 
 
2.Ted Alex, property manager, recapped the repairs to unit 225 and lessons learned.  Job 
took slightly longer due to weather. Efforts to involve original builder in costs of repair 
were unsuccessful. Attempts to isolate responsibility for faulty workmanship were 
complicated by changing town regulations and procedures over time. As a result, 
responsibility for future repairs of this kind will fall to The Ridge Association and 
individual owners. 
 It was decided that this incident has underlined the importance of maintaining regular 
building inspection to pick up problems early and making repairs as soon as possible. 
 
3. As requested at the last meeting, Ted Alex provided a per square foot estimate for 
repairing/replacing decks. Questions remained however about exactly what work was 
included in the estimate and Mr. Alex will provide clarification at the next meeting. 
 
4. Repairs on Unit 211 are scheduled to begin on February 21. 
 
5. As requested at the last meeting, Gloria Singer provided proposed wording for new 
rules governing situations where unit owners wish to change the color of their unit at 
painting time. In summary, the new rules will require that  colors fall within the color 
range of existing Ridge colors, that any additional coats required to cover a darker color 
would be at owners’ expense, that all owners of joined units must agree to the new color , 
and only one siding/trim color combination per building is allowed. This rule will appear 
in the Rules and Regulations and was passed by the Board in a unanimous vote. 
 
6. New rules governing the leasing of units by owners are also under development. These 
rules will be included in Association Bylaws and therefore will be presented to owners 
prior to the annual meeting and must be voted on at the annual meeting. 
 
7. Another topic that must be addressed with a revision to the Association documents was 
recently brought to light by a sewer leak in a unit on the meadow. A revision to the 
documents will be required to establish ownership and responsibility for the section of 
sewer line that connects each ridge unit to the main sewer line. Current language is in 
contradiction to the MPCA documents. It has been determined that the Ridge Association 
will be responsible for this section of line and not the MPCA as our document now states. 
 



8. Financial/ Buildings: Nothing new except that Lanny Marsh and Ted Alex are 
exploring new ways to streamline buildings maintenance and make it more efficient. An 
example discussed tonight was the possibility of altering painting schedules to possibly 
paint sides of units exposed to the South more often if required and Northern exposures 
painted less if possible. 
 
9. Next meeting to be at Gloria Singer’s on April110, 2012. 
 
10. Adjourned at 8:45P.M. 
 
 


